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'KNOW TKYSELF' I-IV

L920s

I.l
The saying 'Know thyself' lies at the root of all ancient
teachings about man.
ways.

But this saying can be taken in many different

Many people take it to refer t-o self' analysis - a practioo

wliic~ is never very helpful.
observa:tion.

Others take it to mean sel~

But although self· observation !llBiY have good results·, it

usually leads in the end. to the study of' man's weaknesses and limi tat:Lon-s,
and so produces inner conflicts.

Still others advocate methods o~

maintaining awareness, particularly that of' trying to be aware o:t'
ourselves.

But awareness is not actually a thing to be tried.

If it

comes· naturally, that is another matter, but if we try deliberately,- to
be aware of ourse,lves during action, we clivide our- attention, and this·
makes the mind confused.

Recently we have discovered another

a· wa:y whic·h was introduced to us· in 1960, when we were given the
meditation. •.

wa::r -
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This way has given a quite new meaning·to the expression

'Know thyself.'
When we start doing the meditation, we discover, deep down·within

us, a great store of strength and happiness which we never knew existed.
This disc-overy is the starting point on the wgy to knowing ourselves.
For man is a cosmos,

a;

complete world in himself, and this c:osmoa is a

reflection of the great world outside him.

Like· the great world outside

him he c·ontains many depths, many levels of which the ordinary mind is·
not aware, and it is only through a method such a-s· the meditation that
he can discover thes-e different- levels within himself.

Finding· them,

in himself, he will discover them in the greater world. also.

And s-o

by knowing himself he will in time know all - he will know everythingthere is to know.

In order to study man as a cosmos, we begin with a very simple
diagram - a circle containing three different areas, with a point in·
the centre..

The outside area of the circle, which we have called

area I, is the ordinary mind. - the consciousness of our everyday waking·
state.

It is this part which sits down and starts to meditate.

we repeat the mantra
centre of the circle.

When

and when it goes, by itsel:f - it comes from the·
The energy which the mantra brings with it·

from the centre is very delightful, very attractive to the mind,. for

-
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the centre is that great store of strength and happiness which exists
within us.

Consequently, the mind tends to go in that direction of

its own a,ccord, for it belongs t-o the very nature of the mind to be
seeking for happiness.

The nearer it gets to the centre the more

it is pulled, or attracted by the mantra.

Tha.t is why this method

requires no effort on our part, either to di:ree:t our attention,.. or- to
cha-nnel our thoughts in a certain direc-tion.

We simply follow the

mantra, wherever it chooses to take us.

area I

l3ut to return to the study of these different areas of the· mind.
Area I is of course only a.wake in the daytime - when we go to sleep

at night its consciousness d isa,ppears.

But sometimes it receives·

reflections during sleep from a much deeper level of mind, reflections
which we call dreams.

Dreams, as a matter of fact,. are not limited

to nighttime - they go on all through the day, but the lign.t of area: I
is so strong tho.t we cannot see them.

Dreams are in n.rea 2;

but area 2

contains many things - it is like a house with many rooms, rooms full of
And area 2 works
wonderful treasures whic-h we know very little about.
with a level of energy which is quite indesm-iba.bly different from
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that of area I.

All our vivid emotional memories are stored in this

part of us - when people remember things which happened. long, ago as· if'
they were yesterday, for instance.

And

time is quite different, too -

the ordinary 'before, now, after' kind of time does not exist.
The central area, area

3, is just as different again.

It works

with a level of energy which is quite indescribably different from,
that of area 2.

And if we eould contact this area of the mind we

should. find that time, in the sense we know it, no longer exists.
Unlike the other two areas, this pa.rt of us never sleeps, for itcontrols all our vital functions, and if it went to sleep we should
But the ordinary mind of area I finds it difficult to register

die.

experience on.this level.

Sometimes we get a glimpse - and when we

do so it always relates to something much bigger than oneself".
nrea.

2

Whereas-

relates to that c·osmos which is oneself - the microo-osm - area 3

relates to the larger world outside us - the macrocosm.

And

when area 2

is· illumined by the energy whia-h o-oines from t-he centre of the circle-.
it bringsselfc-onsciousness;

but when area: 3 is· illumined by the-

energy which comes from the c-entre of the c-irc-le it brings objective,.
or cosmic- consciousness· ..
When we are doing the meditation there is no need to c-onc:-ern
ourselves directly with these different parts of the mind.

An:r

reflec·tions we may receive :from them can· be disregarded, for- the only·
real thing is the mantra..

But the meditation opens· up the: possibility

of experiencing-- the quality o:f energy which belongs to these deeper

levels.

For it iij very m,tic-eable that the mantra itself c·hanges its

quality, the nearer we get to the centre o:f the circle, and this· is:
because it is working in a different level of materiality.

WheIL we

start to med.i tate it is working in a very gross level, but as'. we approach
the c-entre its quality becomes more ancl more subtle.

Sooner or later

it reaches a level too subtle for the mind to grasp ..

And then it

transcends, and we quietly start again •••••

II.l

What is life for - what is it all about?

When we were given

the meditation the Maharishi used to say "Life is blissit is not a struggle..

essentiall;r

Man was born to enjoy - certainly not to su:£':f"er-•."

But we neect to know a little more than this.

We need to lmow where we

are- going, what happens- to us when we d-ie, and many other things •• ••
Now all our ordinary actions move in a direction- round the circle.
Although we ma,y not see· it, they happen again and again.

And: if' the

c·ircle corresponds to our lifetime, this means that life itself' repeats
that the moment of death is not an end but- a beginning - the beginning
of another life :DEATH

BIRTH'.

But even if we knew this t-o be true, the knowledge would not,
help us very muc-li unless- we knew something else.

This 'something· else'

is the way out of the c-irc.le· of' repetition - in other words, movementtowards the centre..

It is in t-his direc-tion that life is, bliss-; and

if we crould, find it many things in our life would change - they would not
continue to repeat themselves, over and. over again.
Actually everything we do is a combination of both these direations· everything moves round the circle, and as it d.oes so it moves a little
nearer or a little further from the centre.
direc1;ions is a spiral.

The resultant of b-oth these

All our activities are spirals, but most o-r them

fad.e aw~ or change their direction.

Unless there is a definite aim

-
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behind them, and this aim is sustained for a very long period, it
is difficult, if not impossible, to follow their direction.

But

with certain kinds of activity, and. particularly with certain
natural processes, it is possible to follow their direction more·
exactly, and to study the laws which crontrol them.
Let us consider, for instance, the way in whi~n man is created,
and grows throughout his li:fe.
shown below:-

This will be a spiral o:f the kind

· death

SPIRAL OF CREATION.
It will be seen that lifa begins at the centre of the c.irele it is here that man is c:oncei ved.

As the spiral moves outwards:

the embryo develops in the womb, and at the end o:f the :first
segment we are born.

During the next segment the child develops-

and grows, and by the end of this segment he is about

7 years old.

From this point onwards ad.ul t life begins - first adolesc-encra, then
marriage and children, then middl'e a.gee, and finally old age and
death.

By the time full circrle is reached death comes and wa.

begin again - the clocks are put baGk, and: once again man is
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conceived.

The embryo d.evelops in the womb, and at the end of

the first segment we are born°.

Childhood once again, wi t-h all

its adventures - shall we remember how it was before?
Now if we look carefully at the diagram-, we may notice that th~
spiral of our life· moves through different areas· of the circle..

In

the first segment, from conception till birlh, it moves entirely in
the central area, area

3.

In the second segment, from birth until

the end of childhood:, it moves through the middle area, area 2.

And

only in the last segment·, during our adult life, does· it move thr-ough
area

I.
This fact can tell us a great deal about these different areas -

it can show us what they are like.

Just as· the central area, area 3,

ia hidden :from us

so the· period in the worn~

in the normal wey·,.

is hidden :from us - we can remember nothing about it.

And yet it is·

a very important part of our life - in· 'real' time it ocoupies a third
of the whole circle.

During- this period everything belonging to our

past life - everything of real value - is assembled together again.
And when we are born we bring with us many memories :from this period~
or so we are told - memories o:f the life we lived before.

We are

not just stupid babies when we are born, we are wise old men.

But-

soon our parents begin to make baby noises at us, and we quickly forget

what we knew so well, a,nd imitate them instea.d.
As child.hood develops we are moving through the mid.dle area, t·he

place where all our dreams and. phantasies, our fears and our d.elighiis·
e.re situated...

During much of this period we live in a world of

make-believe.

And yet it is a very clear world, :full of vivid

memories, much nearer the centre of the circ-le than in later l:ife.
One remembers how Christ spoke of children-how he said., "Verily· I
say unto you,. their angels do always behold the fac-e o:f my Father which·

is· in heaven".
·And. then there is the third segment, during which we are moving
through area I.

This is the period of auul t life, when we develop

all our knowledge, all our skills, and all our experieno-e of the world.
The trouble is that about this time a kind of veil or a screen begins
to :fall down between us and the inner two areas, a,nd we tend to loseOUX'

o-onnec-tion with them.

But our real self is not like this at all

it includes everything under the spiral - everything in ea-oh of the
three areas.

And if we draw a line, such as the line a - o, it will

- --
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be a cros-s section of what we really are, at that particular
poin1; in our life.

For the spiral is growing all the t-ime, up

to the moment of death.

At the moment of conception it is· a

tiny· point at the a-entre of the cir~le;
it includes area 3;

by the time of our- birth

by the end of childhood it has- grown stilL

more, to include area 2 aa well;

and by· the moment of' death it

includes all three· areas· - area 3, area 2 and area I.
What ha.ppens· then?

What happens at the moment of death?

To

quote from "A New Model of the Universe",

"A man dies, and the
moments of his death agony, the moments· of his last thoughts and
realisations, his last sensations and last regrets, are c-onnected
with the sensa.tions of love which create new birth.
Which precedesand which follows the other?
All -this must be simultaneous.
Thenthe soul sinks into sleep, and then awakes in the same world as
bef'ore, in the same house, with the same parents.II
So what is life for, what is it all about?
find some

wey

Unless we oa:n

of remembering - of carrying our c-onsc,iousness acroS13

this period of sleep - everything will be much as H was before - why,.
in fact, should it be otherwise?.

But if the meditation goes deap

enough, there· is · every reason to suppose it will still be- there
when we awake.

And then ii; will be up to us to find

a wa;, o-r keeping

it going - through all the distractions of our c·h ildhood, the aims-

and anxieties of ad'o lescent life - until, with t-he· reawakening

memory, we discover

or·

our- c·onnect ion· with the c:entre: - we discover

what it means that 'life - is· bliss-' •

III.l

The 'Spiral of Creation' described in the last chapter has
an interesting mathemationl basis.

It is based on the idea that

'real' time is logarithmic, or in other words that the value of· time
decreases as time goes on.

The basic: unit of time is taken, as· the

lunar month of 28 days - 1lhe period of conception.

Terr lunar months·
represent the period of pregnancy, one hundred lunar months represem:
the period of child:hood, and one· thousand lunar months represent· the
period of our life.

The time scale round the perimeter of" the circ:le

is theref·o re a loga1•i thmic· scale- to the base ro.
The period or
0
~onception - one lunar month - will be ro , the period of p r e ~
1
ten lunar months - will be ro , the period of childhood: - one- hundred
2
lunar months - will be ro , and: the· period of our lifeiiime - one
thousand lunar months - will be

ro 3•

As time moves round the circle in this
moves outwards fl:'om the centre.

wa;1,

the spiral of growth

But growth is a difficult thing to

measure,. except in purely physical terms •.

The growth of the physical

body moves outwards in a very regular curve d.u ring- the :l:irst segment,
but beaomes less· regular during the next segment, and ceases alt-ogether
during .the third..
US"

But the growth of the subtle body · - that part o:r·

which is c·onc-erned with our psycho-physical. life - begins at the

moment of birth and reaches its zenith, perhaps, during the third
segment.

And the causal body, which is concerned mainly with the

growth of the soul, begins with the third section· and continues through
till death, or possibly beyond.•
So the form · of the spiral cannot be accurately · determined - f'or not
only, are we unable to measure the growth of the subtle and causal bodies
but this growth, · and espeeially ·that of the c·ausal body, must va:ry
tremendously from one person to the next.
J

But the time scale round

the perimeter of the circle is very exact, and it can tell us precis·ely
when certain changes ta.lee place in our lives.
With the help of a log. book it ia not a difficult matter to.
determine two intermediate points in each segment.

The first

segment d.ivides into two points at O. 333 and 0.666 powers of ten.
These two points coinc·i de in a remarkable

wa;1

with the two important
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IOOO LUNAR
MOUTHS

I LUNAR
MONTH

35 yea:rs

6 weeks

old

I6

I8 weeks

3 years old

milestones which occur during pregne..ncy - the first, when the embryo
has been formed, which occurs after about siz weeks
and. the second, after about .eighteen weeks,.

of pregnancy,

when the cll.ild

begins to move in the womb.
What is the real significance of these two points?
surely, is when the

plan, ~he shape

The first,

of man's physical body is

laid down, the sec-ond when the physic-al body is made alive, - when
the life principle enters it.

A more extraordinary miracle it is

ffifficult to imagine - one is reminded of the story about the infant
Jesus·, who was disc-overed by his parents pla;y-ing- down by t-he stream.
He had taken clay from the stream,. and was modelling small birds outof the clay.
and

And when he had finished making them, he-blessed them

they flew a:w;zy- ••••

-
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The two intermediate points in the next segment - the segmettt
concerned with our childhood - occur at about 2I anti 46 lunar mcmths·
after conception, whic·h corresponds to a year a:fter birth for the
first point, and 3 years after birth for the sec-ond.

year old. ba.by like?

What is: a

He is- mainly c-oncerned with the instinctive

func·t ions of the body - how to eat and digest his food, . how to move
different parts of his body, how to balanc:e, how t-o see, how to hear~
how to get what the body needs.

We call this part or· us our

essenc~ - .9,nd when it is fully developed. it inc-lud.es the instinc:tive
mind - the intelligence which controls all the workings of· the
physical body throughout our life.
A Ii ttle later on,.
to grow.

at about 3 years old, the persona;li ty begins

This happens when the nervous c·entres develop, · and we

begin to got thoroughly difficult and naughty, and start exploring-the- psychological situation in which we find. ourselves.

Actually,

personality only starts growing· in this segment, and in these earlystages it is mainly ma.de u,p of desires.

These different desires·

cryst·allize later on, an<l become our many different 'I's.

But-

at

first it is all 'I want' - only later does it bec·ome 'I am'.
And what am I ?'

'I'hat is what the ·third segment is- all about.

Many people never discover what they are, and the reason usually is·

For as life goes on personaliily

thn.t personality prevents them.

develops- a hard and crusty shell in the out-sid.e area

o-r·

the circ:le.

Even though it m(W be based originally- on real desires belongingto the middle area, sooner or later it crys-t-alliz-es, and' then it
stands in the way.

We have t-o get beneath it - t-o go back into the

past, to become as little children •• •·• n.ot all the time·,. but f'or
two periods a day.
By the end of· the sec:ond segment, at about seven years old, we

reach another point of transition.

We begin to pass from childhood

into adult life - not suddenly; a.s with physic-al birth, but gradually.',
we face a new situation - that of growing- up.

And by· the first

point of the third. segment we are already sixteen years· old.

At this-

age all sorts of things are happening to us - we are dec-id.ing on a
career, our sex life is developing, we are learning how to apply
ourselves to serious work.

But there is something else - something

whic-h keeps on ma.king. itself known to us - the ever recu.rring question,

'What is life for

IIL4
what is it all about?'

- and particularly,

the question, 'Is there· some higher being, some higher intellig.ence
behind. it all?'

For this is the age when Mind should develop,

and the true func1:ion of Mind is to discover the Soul - f'"or only
the Soul knows the answer to this question.
According to the diagram, the Soul does not develop t-ill we- are
thirty :five years old.

This does not mean that man has no soul

until then - very much the reverse.

It means that if the Mind

continues to search for it, sooner or later the Soul will come out
o:f its hiding place· a.nd begin to guide• man in all his actions.

But

if he :forgets that he has a Soul, or even if' he searches for it- in

the wrong direction, the Soul will remain hidderr.
We know that the Soul exists in the presence of· something much
greater, which we can call Spiri-f;.

The· Soul. is individual. to each

o:f us - and each of us is himself, unlike any other.

But Spirit

is uni ver-sal - it is the Spirit which f'ills the Body and the Soul.,and enables them to live and to grow!( SPIRIT )

physical body

mind

(SOUL )

lif'e prineiple

- -- - - -
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And so we have arrived at a definition of' man as a cosmos·,
a world in himself".

Essentially he is· one and: indivisible·, and

yet he c-onta,ins within himself' three different parts· - Body, Soul
and Spirit.

Body, on the right hand side of the diagram, includeEr

the physica.l body- itself', the- life princ'iple whie-h quickens the
phys-ical body, and the essence, or instinctive mind - the intelli'gen-ce
b-ehind the· physical body..

Soul, on the left hand side of" the·

diagram, includes the soul itself', which is above the level of actionB,
the mind, whose :function it is to carry out the requirements· of" the
soul, and the personality, which is the, outward expression of' the
soul, and all we oa.n s·e:e of it in the ordinary way.

Above the

body and the soul, a.t the top of the diagram, is· Spirit.
called, in Greek, pneuma hagion, or holy breath.
about it is that irt- has· to circulate.

Spirit is·

And the whole poin1t

If we can discover how to

make it circulate, - and. it is the meditation whic-li car make this
possible - all these six di:ff'erent principles will become- united, and
will begin to work together- as they should.
we ha,ve to do - to make the Spirit circ'Ulate.

That, really, is alli.

IV.l
In order to answer t he question, ' What is life for - what is it
a ll about?'

we must s ooner· or later begin thinking about scornething

larger t'han ourselves.
not easy t-o define.

But t ·he- larger world in which we live is'
In one sense it is limitless, but in anothe1r

sense it annforms to certain laws - laws e:onnec.ted with time and
magnitud.e, and with the relation between one entity and the next.

Perhaps the most obvious d~finition of· the world in which we
Iive - and· incident'ally one of the old.est

creatures· under t-he sun's- influenee.

is· the world of· living:
· Man:,, t he: worl'd' of

Naturre, . the Earth as· a p lanet. ~ t hese are t'hre-e orders, ~ -wo-r.-1.ds whic-h:
erist und:er the influene:e of the sun.
And as a:ny seientis~ will
te-11 you nowadays·, it- is· t-he sun whieh pr-ovides the energy which
motivates t-hes-e worlds·.

The amount of activity whic:h takes· place

in the lithosphere, t'he amount -of activity whieh take.s plac-e irr thebiosphere, even the sum'. t-ota-1 o:f all man's activities - all these
depend on the amount of energy given off by the sun, and nowadays it

is even possible t ·o equate the: one with the other-,; at least in
physicral terms.
Of course, the solar system is only a small thing in re:lation to
the universe as a whole.,

In terms of si:teer magnitude, the univers-e

is as many t 'imes: larger than the solar system: as.- the solar- system is,
larger t-han a man.

And curiously enough, the s:ular system, is· as

many times· larger than a man a-s· a man is- larger than- the nucleus o£
the a:tom.

We call this world below man: - the· world of atoms,.

moliecules and cells. - the MICROCOSMOS, and we eall the world a1inv-e
the sun.' - the world of' stars- and galaxies· - the MACROCOSMOS.

But-

the world of living creature.a· under the sun's· inf'luenee we oa·ll the
MESOCOSMOS, because it stancrs midway between the other two.
So let us· begin by oonsidering the way in which t-his planet Eartlr
was e:one.eived wit-hin the MESO:COSMOS
gr-own and. developed since that time.

many years a:go, and how i't- has
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(EARTH)

origin of'
Earth.
man's
higher centres,
dominate.
(age or· spirit)

formation o-r·
Earth's cTUat

man-' s ·

early f'orms
of· lif:e

intellige
spreads.
(l?_ge of · rea-s·on·

plantsdevelop:
atmos.phere:es1 a'l:rlished

man's
cerebral
hemispheres
develop, (M.IU{}

· (NATURE)

s

(central n.s •. develops)

animals-:
evolution of species
(autonomic· n.s .. develops-)

M'Es: ocos:r.ro s.
It seems generally accepted nowa-days that the sole..r system
originated' about 4,500 million years ago, ana the,t the origin
of the Earth a,s l?, planet d1:1.tes from then.

But we lee.rn Yrom

other sourees that the solar system belongs to a quite dif'ferent
time scale from the Earth, e,n.d. has a much longer lifetime.

In

a;ny case, it would seem to have been some 3,000 million years ago

when the Earth 1 s crust se"ttled into some d.efini te form c?,n.d became
sta,bilised., 1".nd this we h~e ca:llecl point I on the d:i.agre,m, as it
c·ompares, with the moment during pregnancy when the embryo is

s e~tled in the womb.
Not- very long after this, between. 3,000 an.d 2,000 million
years e..go, the first signs of life began to appe~..r.

But these
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early forms- of life did not breathe oxygen as we- do, and it- was only ·
when the Earth's a,tmosphere was· established tha.-t the respiration
of oxygen bega,n.,

This- extraordinary swi tc-h over to oxygen·, which

is c-ompaxable to the breathing of the newly born ehild, was ma.de
possible by the:· d evel opment of plants, which a.re able to extract
oxygen f"rom watel" anrl. release it into the atmosphere.

By about

I00 million years a,go the Earth's ;e.ttmos--phere had. beo-ome established,
In this way far

an.d the breathing of living creatures had begun.,

higher levels of energy became available - energy which was require-a.
by the great laboratory of Nature for the experiments· it was about
to earry out.
These experiments- of the great laboratory were aimed at perfecting
all those characteristics of animals

- all tho~ diff'eren-t organs

and functions- - which were later to be ino:orporated in: man.

Like

a newly born child, Nature was feeling her way - trying out- all her
functions.

And perhaps: the most important of these was the

e:o-ordinating function of tne autonomic-· nervous system, which enabl.ed
all the instinctive mec.hanisms of the body to worlt

togethe-zr, as·

one whole-.

All this:was- going on around point 4 in the diagram~ about
50 million years ago or more.
But it was not unt:il a mer.e· 70,000
t-o· 40,000 years· ago that the first indications of modern man began
to appear.

In C-'ommon with the higher mammals-, early man c'Onta;ined

a much more cromplete nervous· system than the aut-onomie, - one- whicrh

enabled him to orientate himself in his surroundings·, and to rec-eive
a far wid:er waveband of impressions-.

But ea:rly -man e.·ontai ned:·
0

something else - somethingwhieh developed later into another
breakthrough c'Omparable· in importane-e to that of breathing-.

This-

was the rie-'re-bral. c.or_tex, iru its- first ea1"1~ stages· ..;.,. a dev:toewhich finally · and irrevocably - differentiated hiin· fromthe anima-1:t.
What is the purpose of a cer~bra-1 e-ortex?

Of e-ourse, it enables

man t-o t'hink, to form concepts, to develop language-·, to communic:a.te.
But there is s<>mething else - something mue·h more important.
animal knows something, it knows it;
he als·o knows that he knows.,

If: an

but if a man, knows something,

That is the true function of the

cerebral c.orte:x: - to enable man to know himself.
And. s.o we have arrived, through points

5 and 6, at the pres,ent

moment - the moment in history when man is beginning to ask himseli
what he knows·.

And as he spreads more and more over the Earth's

IV.4
surface, e.n

answer to this question becomes more and more

imperative.

He sees the mista,kes that others have made bef"ore

him, he sees large areas of the biosphere devastated by pollution,
he sees violence and- su:r-fering, poverty and crime.

And at the

same time he begins to realise that all this is unnecessary - that
there are individual people in the world who know the answer - who
could show man wha,t to do, if only he would liste-n ••••
It was the Ru1rnian scientist Vernadslcy who wrot-e just before his
death in I945 "I look forward with great optimism.

I think that we

undergo not only a historical, but a planetary change as well.
live in

a;

tramrl'tion t-o the noos-phere. 11

We

By noosphere Verna<fs:ky

meant the envelope of' mind t-hat will' one d:ay_ spreaif:-;ov:~~t-'"bh& Earth's

slll"iace and int'-erpenetrate t-he biosphere - or is it perhaps already
What is- it that ha.s to develop at point 7 in the diagram,

there?

and how is it different from point

5?

In reality there is not just one envelope, there a;re three,
is the envelope of neuro-electrical energy a-t point
already

5.

There

This has

apread ov_:er the- Earth's surface, largely in the form of

rad.io waves, with which the present day atmosphere is filled:.

Then

there is the envelope of mind at point 7, and al though there are,
indicationi::i tha-t this is on the wa:y, we cannot really· say it is,
established yet.

When, and if' it is established - and we have

every reason t'o believe it will be - man will understand: what the
Earth needs for her development, and his actions will be enlightened
by reason.

But this will only be possible with the help of point 8,

tha.t is to sr:zy-, if man's higher centres begin to domina,te in his
decis·ions.

For it is only man's higher centres whieh a-,re capable

of u.nderste,nding the re~l meaning· and: purpose of this great c.'Osmosthe MESOGOSNOS

in which we live and: have our being.

Ordinary

levels of mind are too small - they cannot see the cosmos as one whole.

